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Feline Vaccinations
There are several different types of vaccinations available for your cat. An annual physical exam is
required prior to the administration of most of these vaccines.
Rabies is a fatal brain infection that is transmissible to humans by bite wounds. Vaccinating your cat for rabies
protects them and is in most cases required by law.
FVRCPCh is a vaccination that protects your cat from these different diseases:
FVR (Feline Viral Rhinotracheitis) – is a possible fatal disease of the upper respiratory tract with
coughing, sneezing, and ocular and nasal discharge
C (Calicivirus) – an upper respiratory disease that can also include pneumonia and can be accompanied
by oral ulcerations
P (Panleukopenia) – sometimes called “kitty parvo” or “distemper” includes fever, depression, vomiting,
diarrhea, and is usually fatal
Ch (Chlamydia) – causes upper respiratory infections and conjunctivitis
Feline Leukemia (FeLV) is a viral disease of cats that is usually fatal. It is transmitted through the saliva and
nasal secretions of infected cats and causes a variety of signs including fever, vomiting, ocular and nasal
discharge, increased risk of cancer, oral ulcerations, and a variety of other symptoms. There is no cure for the
disease although antiviral drugs have been tried with varying degrees of success. The virus also causes
immunodeficiency.
Feline AIDS (FIV) is a viral disease of cats that causes immunodeficiency. There is no known cure although
antiviral drugs have been tried.
Both Felv and FIV can be dormant in the cat for months or years, or they can cause problems at any time. The
symptoms shown may be from the virus or from secondary infections that occur. Neither virus survives long
outside the animals so exposure to infected carrier cats is the main mode of transfer. It is important to test all
new cats for both diseases so exposure to other cats can be controlled. It is a blood test that tests for both viruses
at the same time. Cats that test positive are not vaccinated while negative cats can be vaccinated.
Just like children, kittens require a series of vaccinations starting at 6-8 weeks of age to acquire an
appropriate level of immunity from infectious disease. Non vaccinated adults also require a series of initial
vaccines. Some vaccines require annual boosters while others can be given every three years. Depending on our
findings during your cat’s physical and the history you give us we will recommend the appropriate vaccines for
your pet.
It is very important to the health of your cat to have an annual physical and to keep all recommended
vaccines, tests, and any medications up to date. We will send you a reminder for your cat’s annual physical and
any appropriate vaccines or tests.

